Explanation: In addition to the OEM Roof Jacks AP12119B, AP12118B, AP12118C, and AP12118D, the following alternate supplier roof jacks have been certified and approved for use:

- Van Dyke Industries    Model 987
- Philips Products, Ventline Division  Model V2073
- White Metal Products    Model 3RJ

Installation of these alternate roof jacks should follow the instructions provided by the manufacturer and in accordance to the Use and Care Manual supplied with water heater.

Failure to install the draft hood, vent system and properly vent the water heater to the outdoors as outlined in the Venting Section of the Installation Instructions in the Use and Care Manual can result in unsafe operation of the water heater. To avoid the risk of fire, explosion, or asphyxiation from carbon monoxide, never operate this water heater unless it is properly vented and has an adequate air supply for proper operation. Be sure to inspect the vent system for proper installation at initial start-up; and at least annually thereafter. Refer to the Care and Cleaning section of the Use and Care Manual for more information regarding vent system inspection.